Before the Scholarships Committee reviews this recommendation, you must have applied and been accepted to Brenau University.

Have you applied? Yes or No  If not when will you? ________  Have you been accepted? Yes or No

I intend to start at Brenau in the fall of _________  In the spring of _________

Recommend portfolios criteria:

1. 12-15 works of art in a variety of media
2. Original works (those not copied from other artists or media)
3. Actual work (not slides/reproductions) unless the nature of the work necessitates alternative media
4. Computer generated work is acceptable, but student must supply means to display work. (i.e. laptop)
5. Ability to discuss and defend the nature of the works

PORTFOLIO REVIEW-To be completed by Interior Design Faculty

Student Work: 60 points  Comments:

_____ 2D-includes: Drawings, paintings, pen & ink, marker, charcoal, pencil, etc.

_____ 3D-includes: Clay, other sculptural forms

_____ Includes specialized work in major: Drafting - Hand or Cadd, perspective drawings, 3D models, etc.

_____ Includes original works-not just copies of others

_____ Quality of work relating to the elements and principles of design: Space, Line, Mass/Form, Texture, Light, Color, Pattern and Scale/Proportion, Balance, Rhythm, Emphasis, Harmony (Variety & Unity)

_____ Overall rating: Order and relationship of parts of the portfolio to the whole (i.e. Gestalt)

Presentation: 20 points  Comments:

_____ Visual presentation of portfolio

_____ Strong verbal presentation—fully explains the work Why, how, relationship to assignment

Commitment to Brenau University 10 points  Comments:

_____ Wants a private small Women’s college

_____ Understands the value of Liberal Arts Education

Commitment to Profession 10 points  Comments:

_____ Understands value of art/design in society

_____ Understands relationship of art and society

_____ TOTAL SCORE

90-100 Outstanding (top 5%)  Recommending Professor  Date
80-90 Excellent (top 10%)  Interior Design Chair  Date
70-80 Good (top 20%)  Date
60-70 Diligent (merit, work ethic, grades, fit)